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The MBIE-supported project

• Endeavour Fund grant (October 2019 – March 2023) to 

research “Measuring Income Inequality, Poverty, and Mobility 

in New Zealand”

• Researchers: Nazila Alinaghi, John Creedy, Norman Gemmell

• Builds on earlier C&G work on limited longitudinal IRD data

• Construct longitudinal datasets for individuals and families 

using extensive IDI data matching exercises (2000-2017; 

2013 census …)

• Most previous NZ inequality/mobility evidence based on 

cross-section data … potentially misleading



The MBIE-supported project

• Focus on: income (not social) mobility; taxable incomes; intra-

generational mobility

• Examine longitudinal:

- inequality measures & diagrams (eg. Gini, Atkinson)

- mobility measures & diagrams (eg. transition matrices, TIM curves)

- Decompose by age, gender, ethnicity & education qualification

• Individuals or families? Family structure changes complicate mobility 

measurement



Individuals: cross-section versus longitudinal



Families: cross-section versus longitudinal



This session …

An introduction to diagrams & measures of:

• Inequality

• Poverty

• Mobility

Sessions 3 (Individuals) & 5 (families) will explore new evidence on 

these from the MBIE project



Diagrams 1: Inequality



The Lorenz Curve
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• Curve A lies closer to line of 

equality than B.

• A ‘Lorenz Dominates’ B

• But … they often intersect



Value Judgement: 
The Principle of Transfers 

• ‘A transfer of income from a richer person to 
a poorer person, which leaves their relative 
positions unchanged, represents a 
improvement’. 

• A transfer moves the Lorenz curve closer to 
the line of equality

• ‘Lorenz Dominance’ and the ‘Principle of 
Transfers’ are equivalent



Diagrams 2: Poverty



The Three ‘I’s of Poverty

• Incidence

• Intensity

• Inequality

• Three Is of Poverty Curve



Plot total poverty gap per person against 
corresponding proportion of people

Total poverty 

gap per 

capita

Proportion of people
0

Horizontal when

poverty gap = 0



Total poverty 

gap per 

capita

Proportion of people
0

Headcount 

poverty measure



Total poverty 

gap per 

capita

Proportion of people

0

Slope = poverty gap

Poverty gap falls as income rises

Inequality among the poor is 

reflected in concavity 



Summary Measures 1: Inequality



Value Judgements and Social Welfare Function

• Explicit expression of a judge’s values …

• Social Welfare Function (SWF) 
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A class of measures

• Equally Distributed Equivalent Income, yE
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Atkinson and Gini Value Judgements

• Gini:
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• Atkinson:



Summary Measures 2: Poverty



A class of poverty measures
(Foster, Greer and Thorbecke)

P0 is the Headcount poverty measure
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P1 depends on average income of those in poverty, 

relative to the poverty line

P2 depends on average income of those in poverty, 

and the inequality of those in poverty (Coefficient of 

Variation)



A Serious Complication: 

The Assumption of Anonymity



Anonymity: there are no relevant non-income 
characteristics of individuals 

• Family size and composition are usually considered 

to be relevant

• Use adult equivalent scales to compute:

• Income per adult equivalent person
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• Adult Equivalents: An adult in a 1-person family 

‘counts for 1’, but in a multi-person family counts for 

‘less than 1’.

• The Individual as Unit: Each person ‘counts for 1’ 

irrespective of the nature of the family (anonymity); 

• May not satisfy the Principle of Transfers; Economies 

of scale … large households are more efficient at 

generating welfare.

• Inequality comparisons can depend on which unit is 

chosen 

Choice of ‘unit of analysis’



Another context in which 
anonymity makes no sense …

• When Incomes change over time …

• Need to trace individual income profiles … 

• Mobility analysis … 



Income Mobility

Measures & Diagrams



What are we trying to measure?

• Whose income grows fastest/slowest?

• How far an individual moves up or down the income rankings?

• Since everyone can’t move up …

 key characteristics: … the “three I’s of mobility”

o Incidence: whose mobility?

o Intensity: how mobile?

o Inequality: equal mobility across the group of interest?



Alternative measures

• Transition matrices

• Changes in longitudinal inequality measures over time: extending 

the ‘accounting period’  [Shorrocks]

• Growth incidence curves (GICs)  [Ravallion & Chen]

• Income growth profiles (IGPs)  [Jenkins & van Kerm; Bourguigon]

• TIM curves  [Creedy & Gemmell] – relative income growth

• Re-ranking curves  [Creedy & Gemmell] – income re-ranking

• Poverty persistence curves [Creedy & Gemmell]

• Age-income profiles: age-specific income growth



Income distribution deciles

Income distribution deciles 2002

Note: Lower deciles of taxable incomes are very low



TIM curves

With (log) incomes ranked in ascending order:

• The TIM curve plots the cumulative proportional income change per capita
(denoted 𝑀ℎ) against the corresponding proportion of individuals, h.

• Example: first 10 individuals of 100 total observations …

Observation Income Income Income growth Cumulative Cumulative change
(percentile, h) in year 1 

(ranked)
in year 2 (change in log 

income)
change per capita (𝑴𝒉)

($) ($)
1 4,174 4,315 0.03 0.03 0.000

2 4,986 5,339 0.07 0.10 0.001

3 7,712 8,624 0.11 0.21 0.002

4 7,761 14,316 0.61 0.83 0.008

5 8,029 6,976 -0.14 0.68 0.007

6 8,199 12,980 0.46 1.14 0.011

7 8,287 8,737 0.05 1.20 0.012

8 8,421 8,697 0.03 1.23 0.012

9 9,917 16,444 0.51 1.74 0.017

10 10,163 9,409 -0.08 1.66 0.017



TIM curves



TIM curves

TIM curves can take various shapes …



New Zealand TIM curves



New Zealand Normalised TIM curves

• Normalising TIM curves (nTIM) to compare them; e.g. across different time periods

• Normalise by each period’s average growth rate



Re-ranking curves

What type of re-ranking are we interested in?

– A summary measure of total changes in rank, DR, for specified 

group:

– Positive re-ranking (upward movement only)

– Absolute re-ranking (all:  and  movements)

– Net re-ranking ( net of  movements)

• Construct ‘normalised’ indices of re-ranking such that all lie 

between 0 (none) and 1 (max.); or 0 and 2 for absolute re-

ranking.

• Maximum re-ranking possible for an individual depends on where 

they start in the ranking …



Maximum re-ranking curves



New Zealand re-ranking curves

Positive re-ranking curves



New Zealand re-ranking ratios

Positive re-ranking ratio curves



Income Inequality & Mobility: Measures and Diagrams

Summary:

• Several ‘old’ and newer summary measures of inequality and poverty.

• These can look quite different when applied to longitudinal data

• Diagrams often provide a more convenient and easily interpretable way of 
illustrating the data

• Previous Income mobility measures often cannot readily summarise 
movements across the whole population and for sub-sets of individuals

• Recent TIM and Re-ranking curves do this AND separate out the Incidence, 
Intensity and Inequality aspects of mobility


